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From Crowd Ratings to Predictive Models of Newsworthiness
to Support Science Journalism
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The scale of scientific publishing continues to grow, creating overload on science journalists who are inundated
with choices for what would be most interesting, important, and newsworthy to cover in their reporting. Our
work addresses this problem by considering the viability of creating a predictive model of newsworthiness
of scientific articles that is trained using crowdsourced evaluations of newsworthiness. We proceed by first
evaluating the potential of crowd-sourced evaluations of newsworthiness by assessing their alignment with
expert ratings of newsworthiness, analyzing both quantitative correlations and qualitative rating rationale to
understand limitations. We then demonstrate and evaluate a predictive model trained on these crowd ratings
together with arXiv article metadata, text, and other computed features. Based on the crowdsourcing protocol
we developed, we find that while crowdsourced ratings of newsworthiness often align moderately with
expert ratings, there are also notable differences and divergences which limit the approach. Yet despite these
limitations we also find that the predictive model we built provides a reasonably precise set of rankings when
validated against expert evaluations (P@10 = 0.8, P@15 = 0.67), suggesting that a viable signal can be learned
from crowdsourced evaluations of newsworthiness. Based on these findings we discuss opportunities for
future work to leverage crowdsourcing and predictive approaches to support journalistic work in discovering
and filtering newsworthy information.
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1 INTRODUCTION
From its inception more than a hundred years ago as the “Gee-Whiz” reporting of new scientific
findings to more modern conceptions of “telling the whole complicated story” [11] science journal-
ism occupies an important role in society, serving both to translate and critique scientific findings
that have important bearing on a range of issues, from climate change and global pandemics to
the rise of artificial intelligence in social systems. Much like other domains of journalism, science
journalism is confronted with the opportunities and challenges presented by a changing media
ecosystem adapting to algorithmic distribution, connected social media audiences, and the prolifer-
ation of misinformation [10, 15, 17, 29]. Scientific productivity has exploded over the past 60 years
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[12], with newer publication avenues such as conferences and open-archives fueling increases
in the volume of published research [47]. A recent report from the U.S. National Science Board
indicates that the volume of global research output published in the Scopus database in 2018 alone
was 2.6 million articles1. Yet despite the growing terrain science journalists must traverse, resource
limitations [2, 3] threaten to constrain their ability to accurately and comprehensively cover their
beat.
Our work explores how to help science journalists effectively grapple with monitoring the

growing scale of scientific information available in the present environment. To do so we develop a
socio-technical approach leveraging crowdsourcing and a machine-learned model for predicting
newsworthiness.
This approach draws on the notion of computational news discovery [23] and is particularly

geared towards facilitating the identification of newsworthy scientific research that may warrant
development into news articles. More specifically, our objective is to build a news discovery process
that can help science journalists identify potentially newsworthy research by suggesting the most
promising leads from the thousands of articles published on the arXiv preprint server every month.

In order to do so, we operationalize a set of news values [34] that we use to capture the newswor-
thiness of any given abstract from arXiv. We strive to do this in a way that aligns with professional
evaluations. We collect expert evaluations of newsworthiness from professional science journalists,
for scientific articles on arXiv, and then conduct a thematic analysis to identify specific criteria that
experts utilize that could be feasibly crowdsourced from laypersons. The goal is to speak to the
manifold ways in which experts may assess newsworthiness, with an eye towards elaborating the
nuances and potential limitations associated with our method of crowd-sourcing and modeling
newsworthiness. We then collect, compare and contrast crowdsourced ratings with the expert
evaluations to understand the ways in which crowds and experts align (and mis-align) in their
evaluations of newsworthiness, and ultimately use the crowd ratings on a sample of articles to
build a predictive model for newsworthiness. The results are validated against the expert ratings,
and qualitative expert responses are analyzed to provide insight into the model’s predictions. Two
key research questions underlie the development and evaluation of our approach:

RQ1: To what extent do crowd-worker and domain expert ratings of newswor-
thiness of scientific articles align?

RQ2: To what extent can a model trained on crowdsourced ratings of newswor-
thiness of scientific articles predict domain expert ratings of newsworthiness?

With respect to the first question, we contribute findings indicating that crowdsourced ratings
of newsworthiness often align with expert opinions on newsworthiness along the axes of certain
empirically established news values in the literature of science journalism [8]. In response to
our second question, we find that, despite some discrepancies between the crowd and expert
criteria for evaluating newsworthiness, a predictive model trained on the research article metadata
and its corresponding crowdsourced ratings is capable of ranking newsworthy articles with high
precision, when validated by expert ratings. Together these findings suggest that there is a valid
signal of newsworthiness in lay-person ratings of articles, and suggest an opportunity for further
development of predictive models that capitalize on the collective intelligence of crowd workers
for lead discovery in science journalism by helping to filter the information space down to more
potentially newsworthy articles.

1https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20206/publication-output-by-region-country-or-economy
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2 RELATEDWORK
The conception and design of this research project builds on and contributes to related work
in (1) the domain of computational journalism, within which we speak to the automation of
news discovery, and the tools which support it for science journalists; and (2) the evaluation of
newsworthiness of new information, via news values that represent potentially interesting facets
of that information.

2.1 Computational News Discovery for Science Journalism
Computational tools and approaches are prevalent at various stages of the news production pipeline,
ranging from knowledge discovery [24, 67] and fact-checking [32], to automated news generation
[38], the creation of informative news visualizations [35], and news dissemination [50]. The research
presented here focuses on the task of news discovery and contributes to the broader domain of
computational journalism, which is primarily aimed at “using algorithms to transform information
and data for journalistic purposes” [23].

We focus on Reich’s conception of "news discovery" as the reporter’s “first contact with the first
source” [61] where they first uncover a potentially newsworthy story, which is distinct from the
broader "news gathering" process of data collection and information verification, which “supplies
the building blocks of the news item”. Our goal is to help reporters in the news discovery phase,
as they wrangle with the question of “How do I become aware as quickly (and as exclusively) as
possible of a potential new item in order to start the news process?”.

This process incurs substantial time and material costs for journalists [54, 68]. “Commercial news
criteria” i.e. factors extraneous to a potentially newsworthy event (e.g. costs such as the budget
allocations, staff shortages, time requirements) can often play a significant role in the selection
and the shaping of the stories that ultimately become news [3]. Such costs can often have a drastic
impact on the amount and the kinds of stories that receive coverage in the mainstream media [40].
In their study of the mainstream media’s coverage of scientific research from prestigious journals
such as Nature, Science, NEJM, and JAMA, Suleski and Ibaraki [70] conclude that:

Overwhelmingly, scientific research is not making it beyond the borders of the
scientific community, and an increasing amount is failing to gain attention from
researchers outside the specialized fields. Though scientific output continues to
rise, its appearance in news media is less than 0.013% of total articles published,
a mere 66 unique papers appearing in Time and on NBC News out of the 508,795
papers published in 1990. (p. 122)

They ultimately traced the broader issue of under-reportage of scientific research to: (1) the
extremely high volume of research output that science journalists have to cover, and (2) a lack of
responsibility for the communication of interesting results to lay audiences within the modern
scientific community. In this work we focus on the first of these issues.
In recent years the science media ecosystem has undergone considerable upheaval. With the

advent of an online environment where scientists, advocates, and laypersons all contribute to
news production with their varied expertise and avenues (e.g., blogs, social media, etc.), science
journalists have taken on a variety of new roles, such as those of the curator, the civic educator, the
public intellectual, the watchdog, etc. [30] adding to the intensification of their jobs. And, while
research blogging and engaged scholarship [44] have emerged to help facilitate the communication
of research to broader audiences, the advent of preprint servers has contributed to the skyrocketing
volume of published scientific research. For instance, the arXiv preprint server that we consider in
this paper receives thousands of submissions every month: in fact, it received more than 15,000
submissions for the month of June 2021 alone. Articles on preprint servers and at many conferences
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are also not typically published with press releases, the presence and the framing of which have
been found to be important predictors of news media coverage for research [51, 70]. Not only is
the volume of information overwhelmingly high, but in a day and age where all of it is simply a
click away for news audiences, time is of great essence to science journalists, as highlighted by
Dunwoody [29]: "Building science news stories for Internet consumption presents many challenges,
among them the need for constant updating, managing the speed with which information must be
turned into narrative and maximising the brevity of those narratives, so critical to audiences with
only seconds to spare."
In this work we explore computational approaches to news discovery applied in the domain

of science journalism, with an eye towards reducing the cost of monitoring the growing array of
scientific preprint articles to discover potentially newsworthy leads. We define this computational
news discovery as “the use of algorithms to orient editorial attention to potentially newsworthy
events or information prior to publication.” [23]. The idea of computational news discovery has
precedent in some of the earliest conceptions that considered the role of computational tools in
journalism and hypothesized about automated monitoring systems that could detect and alert
journalists to the occurrence of anomalous events [41]. Today, this vision is embodied in the
various tools that have been developed in the news industry to monitor and detect anomalous and
newsworthy information from live social media feeds, as well as from official textual documents
from organizations and institutions.

The CityBeat system, for instance, was developed and tested in collaboration with New York City
newsrooms to find potentially newsworthy, real-time events using Instagram data, and automatically
assess the accuracy and the public interest for the detected information [67]. The Reuters Tracer tool
[49] provided a more elaborate and comprehensive version of such a detection system, by entirely
automating the monitoring of Twitter feeds for potentially newsworthy events; the filtration and
clustering of events; the contextualization, summarization, and newsworthiness assessment of
each story; and ultimately the dissemination of selected news events. In addition to gathering
information from social media, computational news discovery tools are also designed to ingest
data from institutional data sources, and suggest promising avenues for journalistic research and
reporting [27, 69]. This automated form of watchdog journalism is exemplified by the Marple
system that monitors criminal offences in Sweden across all municipalities, and detects anomalous
events that could lead to interesting news stories [52]. Another example of such a system is the
Lead Locator developed at the Washington Post, which assists political reporters by analyzing
national voter data in the US to rank counties in terms of how interesting their voting patterns
could be for journalistic reporting [25].

Our work adds to this previous research that monitors and evaluates publicly available documents
for newsworthiness, while distinguishing itself by focusing specifically on the science journalism
beat. Similar to the computational news discovery systems highlighted above, the process we devel-
oped aims to help journalists surface potential leads in a high-velocity, high-volume information
landscape. But here we focus on monitoring scientific information — the arXiv preprint server in
particular — by computationally operationalizing news values applicable to the science journalism
domain, which we expand on next.

2.2 From Crowdsourced to Predicted Newsworthiness
When asked to justify their decisions regarding the newsworthiness of certain events and occur-
rences, journalists have often been known to offer their “gut feeling” as an explanation [16, 66].
However, academics studying the process of news selection by journalists have posited the existence
of a specific set of cultural, organizational, and sociological factors, termed news values, that affect
journalistic decision-making and manifest within published news stories. First put forth by Galtung
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and Ruge in their landmark analysis of foreign news coverage in Norwegian newspapers [34], these
news values have since been identified and updated via further scholarly analyses of published
news stories [37, 42] and ethnographic interviews with journalists [28, 66]. Some examples of these
news values include controversy, surprise/unexpectedness, actuality, magnitude, reference to the
power elite, good news, bad news, continuity etc. [8, 42, 43]. The relative importance of individual
news values to journalists and news organizations varies due to the influence of several contextual,
sociological, and other chance-based factors, and it is not strictly necessary for all possible news
values to be present in a potential story for it to be newsworthy. Ultimately, the news values simply
serve to inform a highly domain-specific and diverse editorial process that journalists undertake
[43].
Existing systems for computational news discovery have operationalized varying news values,

in pursuit of their own diverse ends. The CityBeat system, for instance, assesses the “deviation”
of real-time Instagram activity for a given region in New York City, from past time-series data, in
order to discover candidate news stories [67], and provides hourly statistics to optimize for the
quick discovery of recent events. The Reuters Tracer system formalizes the broader dimensions of
novelty, scope/impact, and localization for each potential news story that it detects and contextualizes
from social media [49]. The Lead Locator system operationalizes novelty, political relevance, and
magnitude in its specialized pipeline for political reporting [25]. The selection of relevant news
values to operationalize newsworthiness is foundational to our endeavor. In contrast to these prior
efforts, in this work we develop and evaluate crowdsourced and computational operationalizations
of news values as they are applied specifically to the domain of science journalism [8].
The prediction of newsworthiness in our research is supported by crowdsourcing ratings of

individual research articles along the axes of the selected news values. Crowdsourcing techniques
have been successfully applied in journalism at various stages, including lead-discovery [1, 67],
article-writing [46], and even news verification and fact-checking [73]. In the context of science
journalism, The Guardian experimented with the StoryTracker system, where they published a piece
of science journalism, and then invited readers, scientists, and other concerned citizens to submit
follow-up analyses and reactions - e.g. subsequent press coverage, reported retractions, reactions
from the wider scientific community, blog posts etc. - which would keep getting added to the story
to flesh out a more intricate picture of the broader impact it had had since the publication of the
news story [45]. In the domain of administrative document news discovery, crowdsourced ratings
have been collected for news values including negative impact, magnitude of impact, controversy,
and surprise, and these ratings were then evaluated with expert journalists to assess their receptivity
to this information [27].
The current work builds on such prior efforts by also directly crowdsourcing ratings (and

qualitative rationale) for news values that we believe are both relevant to science journalism, and
also plausible to crowdsource based on our analyses of expert judgements, including actuality,
unexpectedness / surprise, impact (magnitude and valence), and controversy. These values and their
operationalization are detailed further in Section 4.We further advance the prior work by developing
a computational model that is trained on the crowdsourced evaluations of news values, validating
the crowd ratings and model with expert journalists’ evaluations of newsworthiness, and then
predicting the newsworthiness of previously unseen research articles using their text and metadata,
demonstrated in Section 5.
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3 DATA
In order to build a model to predict newsworthiness ratings, we collect and preprocess our training
and validation datasets using the open-access arXiv API2. For the purposes of this study, we focus
on papers from the field of Computer Science, as classified in the arXiv Category Taxonomy. This is
a design decision we take due to the heightened relevance of computational science across scientific
disciplines, but we recognize that this may also limit the scope of our findings. In future work,
the procedure of data collection and preprocessing specified below could be extended to other
categories of journalistic interest, both on arXiv and on the myriad other domain-specific preprint
servers available online.
Using the API we created two independent datasets: (1) a validation dataset used to hone the

crowd-sourcing methodology, compare crowd-sourced to expert ratings, and validate our predictive
model, and (2) a training dataset used to develop our predictive model. To create our validation
dataset, we considered the arXiv papers published in the month of November, 2020, and collected
newsworthiness ratings for these papers from both Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers and
our recruited domain experts (science journalists). Over the course of a few months, we piloted
several iterations of surveys on the AMT platform in order to refine our crowd-sourcing survey, and
once we decided on a final survey design that we believed was well-suited to the task at hand, we
proceeded with the collection and rating of our training dataset. Since actuality i.e. contemporary
relevance, is a news value we aim to measure, it was vital to gather ratings for a recent set of
research papers at time of crowd-sourcing. Our training dataset was collected in two separate
phases as we built and expanded our model, and included arXiv papers published in the months of
January-February, 2021 and August-September, 2021.

In creating these datasets we filtered down to eleven arXiv categories within Computer Science,
because we believe these are more likely to contain papers with the potential for newsworthiness. In
our assessment, these categories tended to contain research papers with higher practical applicability
and were sometimes associated with general public interest topics (e.g. computer vision for facial
recognition). These categories include: cs.AI (Artificial Intelligence), cs.CL (Computation and
Language), cs.CV (Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition), cs.CY (Computers and Society),
cs.HC (Human-Computer Interaction), cs.IR (Information Retrieval), cs.LG (Machine Learning),
cs.MM (Multimedia), cs.NI (Networking and Internet Architecture), cs.RO (Robotics), and cs.SI
(Social and Information Networks). By retaining papers that contain only these categories in their
list of author-assigned categories, we aimed to filter out highly technical or theoretical research
that might have limited practical applicability or ease of comprehension (by journalists and crowd-
workers alike). We recognize that this filtering process is also accompanied by a reduction in the
scope of applicability of our work, a limitation we elaborate upon in Section 6.
Each research paper uploaded to arXiv is published under a “Primary Category”, which is

identified by the authors of the publication as one category out of all the ones assigned to the paper
that they consider most relevant. The four most popular primary categories in our training dataset
encompass nearly three quarters of the papers: cs.CV (29.2%), cs.CL (21.0%), cs.LG (18.6%), , and
cs.RO (9.2%). These are also the four most popular categories in our validation dataset, and with
similar proportions.
Such a heavily skewed frequency distribution over primary categories in both samples could

potentially correspond to the amount of research activity in those respective fields of study, but
it may not necessarily reflect the potential for newsworthiness in those fields. As a result, we
decided to select an evenly balanced sample of research papers from each of the eleven potential
primary categories to train and validate our model. We randomly sampled 5 papers from each

2See: https://arxiv.org/help/api/basics
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Table 1. Evolution of the Training and Validation Samples Through the Filtering Process

Sample Type Total
Uploads
to arXiv

Total Uploads to
arXiv in

Computer Science

Total Papers after
Category-based

Filtering

Total Papers
After Random

Sampling

Training Set
(Jan-Feb. &

Aug-Sep. 2021)

55731 20000 4157 500

Validation Set
(Nov. 2020)

15130 5330 1559 55

primary category to create our validation set, and collected domain expert and crowd-worker
newsworthiness ratings for these papers. To create a training dataset, we collected a larger sample
of 50 research papers from each primary category, and discovered that one of the selected categories -
cs.MM (Multimedia) - had an insufficient number of papers uploaded to it in our specified timeframe.
As a result, we did not include any papers from this category in our training dataset. This filtering
and sampling process drastically reduces the size of both our initial dataset, and Table 1 reflects
these changes in sample size, as well as the final number of papers in the training and validation
sets.
The arXiv API provides detailed metadata for each paper, of which we collect: arXiv ID, title,

abstract, author list, publication date, primary arXiv category, and other arXiv categories (all
categories being within Computer Science, and specified by the authors). We supplement this arXiv
metadata by adding a readability score for the abstract text of each research article. This score is
calculated using the publicly available implementation of the science De-Jargonizer, that is based
on a corpus of 90 million words published on the BBC news website during the years 2012–2015
[60]. The De-Jargonizer readability helps us assess the interpretability of a paper with a generalized
method that is easily scalable.

4 RQ1: EXPERT AND CROWDSOURCED RATINGS OF NEWSWORTHINESS
This section describes the mixed-methods approach we adopted to address RQ1, where we in-
vestigate the extent to which crowd-worker and domain expert ratings of the newsworthiness
of scientific articles are aligned. After collecting and augmenting abstracts for our training and
validation datasets, we collected Likert ratings for newsworthiness and corresponding free-text
rationale, from crowd-workers and experts, for all the papers in our validation set. This was an
iteratively piloted data collection process. Section 4.1 dives into the specific details of these survey
methods for domain experts, as well as into the results of the qualitative thematic analysis we
conducted on their responses. In Section 4.2, we use these results to help justify the specific aspects
of newsworthiness that might be plausibly addressed via crowdsourcing, and in Section 4.3, we
present the resulting survey design for crowd-workers. In Section 4.4, we provide a quantitative
description of the crowd-ratings, along with their relationship to expert ratings, which motivated
us to scale-up the endeavor and build a model to predict newsworthiness as described in Section 5.

4.1 Expert Ratings of Newsworthiness
We constructed our validation set by collecting assessments of newsworthiness from two domain-
experts, i.e. science journalists. These professional journalists were recruited through personal
networks and were brought on as consultants because of their experience and expertise in the
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field of journalism, specifically writing about science and technology. Given their high level of
expertise we paid these consultants $50 / hour. Section 4.1.1 describes the design of the surveys our
experts completed, and Section 4.1.2 discusses our qualitative analysis of the results, wherein we
infer latent themes that underlie expert judgments of newsworthiness.

4.1.1 Survey Design for Expert Newsworthiness Ratings. To set up the rating task for the experts,
we provided them with the title, the abstract, and the arXiv URL of each of the 55 papers in our
validation sample. We believed that this basic information would be the most relevant to their
assessment of newsworthiness, but we also provided a link to the original paper to provide any
additional context, information, or clarification that might be necessary. We then asked our experts
to provide a single rating for each paper, which reflected the extent to which they agreed with
the statement: “The research described could be interesting for journalists to either report on
directly, or to develop into a news article for a science or tech-focused publication”. To ensure
that journalistic ratings of newsworthiness could derive from a wide set of criteria, this question
was as broadly scoped as possible, without prompting for explicit news values. The rating for this
question was collected along a five-point Likert scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly
Agree), with a higher rating being indicative of greater potential newsworthiness. We also asked
our experts to provide a 2-3 sentence justification for this rating, that pointed to specific aspects of
the research that they found interesting (or uninteresting). We computed the correlation between
the two experts to understand inter-rater reliability, and analyzed the experts’ written explanations
to better understand the criteria they were applying in their newsworthiness judgements, and to
help justify how the crowdsourcing survey was structured to prompt for specific criteria.

4.1.2 Thematic Analysis of Expert Rationale. In this section, we describe the criteria that our experts
employ to judge an article’s newsworthiness, which emerge from our qualitative thematic analysis
[13] of their respective free-text rationale. The themes were coded by the first author, and discussed
and refined with the second author. This process was conducted inductively, where we sequentially
examined each rationale to see if it fit into any of the existing themes that had been coded thus far,
or if it could constitute a new theme in the data. We also maintained a set of memos that served
to expound on the themes, establish connections between them, and make note of illustrative
examples. Once a set of potential themes had been identified, we conducted a round of axial coding
to integrate the codes and establish a broader thematic ‘map’ of the criteria that undergird expert
judgements of newsworthiness.

For each theme, we present any sub-themes under it, and illustrate them with examples. Three
main themes emerge from our analysis: Research Characteristics, Story Actualization, and Story
Reception.
Research Characteristics. Domain experts strongly rely on certain attributes of the research

article itself - which could be a function of its field, premise, methods, impacts, etc. - to judge
newsworthiness. The criteria in this section often correspond closely to news values that have been
previously established in the literature discussed in Section 2.2. All of these criteria involve reasoning
around the information provided in the article’s abstract, but domain experts also occasionally
contextualize this information within the broader scientific field, and this affects their ratings. We
point out these cases as and where they occur.

Actuality.We observe that our experts weigh the actuality (i.e. relevance to contemporary issues)
of research articles quite highly in their explanations, often recognizing topics such as COVID-19,
privacy, or hate speech, to be of current interest to their audiences. For instance, for one article on
session-based recommendation systems, an expert comments: “The study tackles an interesting
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and timely problem—how to configure user recommendations under much more stringent data
privacy restrictions.”

Range. The experts are frequently mindful of the “number of people participating in an event or
affected by the event” [8], especially while discussing the applications of technological developments.
For instance, an article on machine translation elicits the following response: “Interesting in that it
has obvious implications for expanding machine translation for low resource languages, but the
authors seem to acknowledge their method has limited utility. Would be hard to get readers jazzed
about that.”

Unexpectedness/Surprise. This criterion is another one we find a direct parallel for in the literature
of traditional news values, although it manifests in two different ways. One aspect of surprise is
rooted in the amazement an article’s unexpected or futuristic imagery might generate. For instance,
an expert responded to an article on cross-lingual word embeddings: “This is a cool result, I like
thinking of the potential sci-fi application of it being able to possibly help interpret alien languages.”
The second aspect of surprise is rooted in the scientific practices described in an article, which
may be novel innovations, unexpected combinations, or innovative applications. For instance, one
journalist commented on the use of VR for a tutoring system: “There is nothing particularly unique
about using VR for anatomy education, especially when the area of study (the base of the skull) is
so limited”. We note that such comments pointing to the scientific decisions, the research design,
or the status quo in the scientific field, require some degree of expert knowledge about the field.

Societal Impacts. The extrapolation of potential societal impacts is a prominent part of expert
rationales. This occurs by way of two mechanisms: by making assumptions about the timeframe of
societal impacts, and by identifying the broader types of societal impacts. Assumptions about the
timeframe of social impacts specifically constitute the speculative aspect of the news value that has
traditionally been termed as timeliness and is exemplified by any event "that happened the day of or
day before publication or ... that is due to happen in the immediate future" [64]. The experts often
explicitly state these assumptions, and factor in the time it typically takes for academic innovation
to translate to widespread adoption, when making their judgements. For instance, one journalist
comments on an article about a novel city exploration interface as follows: “The system sounds
interesting, but it’ll be more interesting if it’s ever actually built and deployed.”
The second aspect involves the types of social impacts of technologies. Discussions abound

for topics such as privacy considerations, the ethics of algorithms, the economy, job-automation,
unemployment, disaster management, and align well with a recent thematic analysis of broader
impact statements about ML and AI research [57]. The experts also recognize and comment upon
the valence of these impacts, as seen in this comment for an article about automated team formation
in the workplace: “While the concept is an interesting and relatable one, it almost feels like one of
those "creepy" applications of AI. I think coverage of this could be negative.”

Scientific Impacts. Due to their domain expertise, science journalists are often in a suitable
position to comment upon the scientific relevance of certain articles i.e. “the importance of an
event for the scientific progress” [8]. Our expert journalists mainly describe two aspects of this
impact on the scientific community: the size of the impact, and the location of the impact in the
research pipeline. The size points to how incremental its progress is toward the scientific question
it seeks to answer, whereas the location of impact points to whether the article entails any notable
improvements to the methods, metrics, performance, etc.
We see the reasoning around the size of impact in an expert’s comment on an article about

probabilistic graph models: “While it’s interesting to note that Alibaba researchers are advancing
this area of basic AI research, the study on its own is too incremental ...”
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Story Actualization. The process of developing a potential lead into an actual news story
involves certain logistical and editorial considerations, which also factor into our experts’ assessment
of whether a lead may be worth pursuing in the first place. The criteria in this section describe
three such important considerations that are part of the process of the story’s realization.

Explainability of Article. The extent to which an article is easy to explain and communicate to
the audience directly affects the time a journalist spends on it, which is an important constraint in
the literature surrounding commercial news values [3]. Expert rationale in the validation set do
take cognizance of this constraint, and often trace an article’s ease of explainability to its scope
i.e. its domain or technical specificity, as can be seen in this expert’s rating for an article on self-
imitation learning: “Focuses on the simple concept of an AI "learning from its errors", can almost
be humanized–we learn from our errors as well!–seems not too difficult to explain”

Jumping-Off Point. The distinction between the “news discovery” and the “news gathering”
processes for journalists [61] is demonstrated by experts’ views of some research articles as
jumping-off points for larger, more general stories. For instance, a survey article on deep learning for
recommender systems elicits the following response: “In the way that the authors intend this study
to be used—as a cookbook for exploiting user data to generate point-of-interest recommendations—I
don’t think it would be terribly interesting to a general audience. But a survey of a whole new field
of invasive uses of user data could be a good jumping off point for a story about algorithms clawing
ever deeper and more precisely into our digital lives.”

Framing and Format Possibilities. Journalists often rely on a set of news angles, defined as “con-
ceptual criteria that are used both to assess whether something is newsworthy and also to shape
the structure of the resulting news item” [56] in their development of a news story for publication.
Factors surrounding the framing of a news story to set up certain news angles, or even general
story formats (eg. short piece vs. deep dive), are especially visible in expert rationale. An expert
directly cites the human-interest news angle and articulates a potential thematic framing in their
response for an article on latent embeddings for videos: “Very relatable and clear application, has
the added human interest of ’movies’ and cinema, IMDB.”

Story Reception. The final step of the news pipeline involves publishing and marketing a story
to an organization’s audience, and we observe themes corresponding to these concerns in the
expert rationale as well. These themes broadly correspond to the set of commercial news values
[3] and the concept of share-worthiness of research on social media [72] - factors which require
expertise in journalism for their assessments.

Potential Audience/Publication. A frequent theme we observe pertains to the type of audience
that might enjoy and understand a story. From the responses of our experts, we gather that this
could be a highly general audience (e.g. Popular Mechanics), a mathematics focused audience
(e.g. Quanta), a tech focused audience (e.g. MIT Technology Review), or even an industry focused
audience (e.g. TechCrunch). The suitability of a story to a certain audience is related to its Research
Characteristics (e.g. a highly technical and specific story would likely be unsuitable for Popular
Mechanics), but the likelihood of a story itself being deemed newsworthy may also take into
account the popularity and the breadth of its best-suited publication.

Marketability. We note that our experts also factor in the click-worthiness and the social-media
share-worthiness of a news story. They point to the potential for snappy headlines and quick clicks,
and while the absence or the presence of these criteria is not critical to their judgment on the
newsworthiness, discussions of marketability do work in tandem with some other criteria discussed
before. An expert, for example, simultaneously examined the surprise factor, the social impacts,
and the marketability in a potential story on using reinforcement learning for human detection
and tracking: “I find this rather dystopian, but that doesn’t hurt its chances of being a story. There
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are two obvious, buzzy applications that come to mind: Amazon style cashier-less retail, and state
surveillance. You could easily see a headline about facial recognition that you can’t hide from.”

4.2 Identifying the Potential for Crowdsourcing
In this work we pursue an approach where we cue crowd-workers with specific questions to engage
them on individual newsworthiness criteria with potential for crowdsourcing. We then combine
these responses into an aggregate newsworthiness construct. While this approach implies that the
aggregate newsworthiness construct will reflect only a subset of the construct as measured directly
from professionals (since they consider a wider array of criteria), the approach allows us to provide
more explicit guidance to better direct crowd responses, which is an important consideration in
crowdsourcing protocols [19, 74]. In this section we elaborate our rationale for the selection of each
criterion for crowdsourcing, which often hinge upon the amount of domain expertise necessary
to make plausible assessments about it. The final set of dimensions of newsworthiness (i.e. news
values) we chose to crowdsource is presented in Table 2 with their definitions or approximations
from the literature.
The Research Characteristics set of criteria broadly map to the traditional literature on news

values [8, 43].We observe that the expert assessments for most of them rely either partially, or almost
entirely, on the information provided in the abstract, which is explicitly designed to communicate
the relevance, impacts, novelty, applicability etc. of the research article in question [5, 58]. However,
there are some potential caveats. While laypersons might be able to imagine the futuristic uses of
technology that lead to the amazement-related aspect of surprise, their unfamiliarity with recent
technical developments in the relevant field would make it harder for them to infer the element
of surprise associated with the scientific novelty of a given research article. Even the timeframe
of societal impacts requires expert knowledge about practical considerations in the translation
of science to industry. We believe that crowdworkers can thus reason about surprise and societal
impacts of the research, but potentially to a limited extent.
Based on this analysis of the experts’ rationale we arrive at four major news values that we

argue can be meaningfully crowdsourced based on the abstract of the research article: actuality,
surprise, impact magnitude, and impact valence. The impact dimension in particular was mapped
to two aspects - magnitude and valence - which are respectively intended to encompass the range
criterion, as well as the valence element of societal impacts. In addition to these news values, we
also decided to collect ratings for controversy from our crowd-workers. Though we did not identify
it at a coarser level in our thematic analyses, this news value has been observed to be important
to multiple stakeholders - be they journalists, news editors, or scientists - in empirical studies in
science journalism [8]. It is plausible to measure crowd perceptions for controversy [27], and we
believe that it could potentially further illuminate certain aspects of an article’s societal impacts.
On the other hand, we argue that scientific impacts from our thematic analyses would be extremely
difficult for crowd-workers to evaluate, since they are unlikely to have a macroscopic view of the
scientific field that such an evaluation demands. Consequently, we did not attempt to crowdsource
this dimension of impact in this study.
We also acknowledge that most of the criteria that are part of Story Actualization and Story

Reception would be substantially harder for crowd-workers to consider, given their likely lack of
expertise in researching, writing, and publishing material in a newsroom. For instance, knowing
about specific audience interests, framing or format options, and whether something could still
be a reasonable jumping off point all speak to particular professional activities that we do not
expect crowds to be able to rate. One exception in this regard is the explainability of the article.
While crowd-workers cannot directly estimate the labor required to translate jargon-heavy articles
for public consumption, a possible proxy for this could simply be how well the crowd-workers
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Table 2. Operationalized News Values and Their Definitions

News Value Definition

Actuality Relevance of research to the present moment “coming from
the general news situation, or the research operation, or
both” [8]

Surprise “Stories that have an element of surprise, contrast and/or
the unusual about them” [43]

Impact Magnitude “Stories perceived as sufficiently significant in the large
numbers of people involved or in potential impact, or in-
volving a degree of extreme behaviour or extreme occur-
rence.” [43]

Impact Valence The positive or negative nature of the impact of the research
on society, such as to individuals, organizations, politics, or
the economy (A combination of the traditional news values
“Good News” and “Bad News” [43])

Controversy “Contrasting of differences in opinions”, as a result of the
research [8]

Understandability Ease of understanding the abstract presented, intended to
approximate practical considerations of explainability [3]

understand the abstract presented to them: lower average ratings of an article’s understandability
might indicate that there are more barriers to overcome for a journalist who seeks to simplify
this content for their audience. We therefore decided to crowdsource understandability for our
validation sample.

4.3 Crowd Ratings of Newsworthiness
4.3.1 Survey Design for Crowd Newsworthiness Ratings. Using AMT, we next collected crowd-
worker ratings for each of the 55 research abstracts in our validation sample. A single human
intelligence task (HIT) in our case consisted of an individual research abstract and its corresponding
survey. We collected ratings from multiple unique crowd-workers for each HIT. Restrictions were
also set up to limit HIT completions to workers in the United States (to ensure knowledge of
cultural context, which we thought relevant to the news value of actuality), who had completed at
least 500 HITs with an overall acceptance rate of 98%. In order to ensure our survey was effective
at capturing crowd judgements, we incorporated findings and best-practices from the literature on
survey and crowdsourcing task design [1, 20, 53, 71, 74] and ran a series of pilots implementing
these practices and assessing their effectiveness. Based on the median time taken during early
pilots and adjusted based on the length of the survey as it evolved we offered workers $1.25 per
rating task, with the goal of offering at least minimum wage in the U.S. state where the research
was undertaken.

Each worker was provided with the title, the abstract, and the arXiv URL for an individual
research paper, as in the case of the domain experts. The arXiv URL was provided in case the
workers required additional information or context to improve their answers, but its usage was
specified to be optional., corresponding The response for each question in the survey was collected
along a five-point Likert scale, going from 1 (Strongly Agree/Strongly Positive) to 5 (Strongly
Disagree/Strongly Negative).
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Each Likert question also required a qualitative response to be written in 2-3 complete sentences
that were original and detailed articulations of the rationale behind the rating. We also conducted
manual screenings of all qualitative responses to ensure they fit the criteria provided in the
instructions [71], including being written in complete sentences, being original (i.e. not copy-pasted
from the task), and being specific and detailed in the explanation of the rating. If they did not satisfy
these requirements, the responses were not included in our data.

Iterations on the survey led to changes in the length of instructions to balance clarity with appeal
[74], and to the introduction of ex-ante attention-checks [71] to encourage high response quality.
Appendix A contains the final version of the complete survey provided to AMT workers.

For each research paper, we collected ratings from multiple workers to include as diverse an
array of opinions as possible, as well as to average out the effect of individual worker subjectivity.
In an initial pilot of the survey, we collected responses from five crowd-workers per research
article. However, in an effort to reduce the cost of collecting and processing these ratings and their
textual explanations, we compared them to the results from collecting three crowd-worker ratings
per article instead. Based on the similarity of the mean ratings in both pilots, across individual
dimensions of newsworthiness, we decided to collect ratings from three crowd-workers per article,
and hence reduce resource cost. However, future work could also explore the effects of a larger
amount of crowd-worker ratings on the analyses described in our study, in the absence of resource
constraints.

4.4 Comparative Analyses of Expert and Crowd Ratings
After collecting survey responses on our validation set, we conducted a set of statistical tests to
assess whether the crowd-worker ratings provided a valid signal that aligns with how experts view
newsworthiness. To this end, we drew from empirical studies that have demonstrated the feasibility
of using aggregated ratings from experts and non-experts to compare agreement across these
two groups on content analysis tasks [27, 48]. We did not compute inter-rater reliability within
the crowd-workers because the ratings task focuses on the subjective interpretation of latent (i.e.
non-manifest) constructs [65] with the end-goal of learning a predictive model where reliability
coefficients are poor indicators of suitability for machine learning applications [6]. The findings
from our statistical analyses help motivate the use of crowdsourced ratings for our predictive model,
the evaluation of which in Section 5 provides a validation of the overall approach.
We first averaged the individual ratings provided by our domain experts to obtain an overall

expert newsworthiness rating for each article in the data (again, the range is from 1 to 5, with higher
indicating more newsworthy). The Likert responses for the news values from our crowd survey
required a slightly more involved aggregation to facilitate quantitative comparisons. Hence, we
constructed a crowd newsworthiness rating for each article, while adhering to practices in index
construction that are typically employed in the social sciences [7]. To this end, we first averaged
the scores across the three crowd-worker ratings for each survey question, for each research
article. This culminated in six crowdsourced dimensions for each article: actuality, surprise, impact
magnitude, impact valence, controversy, and understandability. We transformed the impact valence,
converting the diverging scale from "Strongly Negative" to "Strongly Positive" in our survey to a
sequential scale from 1 to 5, where a higher value indicates higher intensity of positive or negative
valence. We next summed up the six news values to obtain the new overall crowd newsworthiness
rating for each article, which is scaled from 1 (least newsworthy) to 5 (most newsworthy). The
summation implies that we weighted them equally during index construction - we also evaluated
more complex aggregation strategies such as by using regression weights, but these did not appear
to offer any improvement when we conducted the correlation analyses described in the next section.
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4.4.1 Correlation of Expert and Crowd Newsworthiness Ratings. In order to provide context to
judge the agreement between crowd-workers and experts, we first measure the degree to which
our expert evaluators agree with each other. The Spearman correlation of the newsworthiness
ratings provided by each of the experts show a weak association (r(55) = 0.2998, p = 0.026), which
underscores the variability and context-sensitivity of ratings of newsworthiness even amongst
professionals. If experts have difficulty reaching consensus on newsworthiness, this supports the
assertion that “who is applying news values can be as important as what news values are being
applied” [43].
We next conduct a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test to compare the distributions of the

expert newsworthiness (Mean=2.74, Median=2.5, SD=0.86) and the crowd newsworthiness (Mean=3.18,
Median=3.14, SD=0.46), since the former does not exhibit a normal distribution. The test indicates
that the crowd newsworthiness ratings were typically greater than expert newsworthiness ratings
(U=2079.0, p=6.9e-04). To further distinguish the selectivity exhibited by crowd-workers and experts
when judging newsworthiness, we compare the percentage of papers each group rates as potentially
newsworthy, i.e. rates at greater than a value of 3, which is the intermediate value on our Likert
scale in the survey. As per the expert newsworthiness, 15 papers (27.3%) of the 55 in the validation
set are likely to be newsworthy, whereas according to the crowd newsworthiness, this figure is 33
papers (60.0%) of the 55. Such a visible gap - the experts are less than half as likely to rate a paper
as newsworthy than crowd-workers - points to lesser selectivity among the crowd-workers.

Fig. 1. Spearman correlations between Crowd Evaluations and Expert
Evaluations. * => p < 0.1, ** => p < 0.05, *** => p < 0.01 for correlations

We also calculate the Spearman correlations between the different dimensions of the crowd-
sourced ratings and the expert ratings, as presented in Figure 1. We observe a moderately positive
association between the overall crowd newsworthiness and expert newsworthiness scores (r(55) = 0.379,
p = 0.004), which compares well against the measured associations among the experts themselves.
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This association provides some support to the idea that there is a signal in the multi-dimensional
crowdsourced data that aligns to some extent with expert evaluation.
We also observe that both our experts tend to lean on different news values when evaluating

overall newsworthiness, by examining the correlations between crowd-workers’ ratings for individ-
ual news values and the expert ratings for overall newsworthiness. For instance, Expert 1’s ratings
correlate moderately with the crowd-rated impact magnitude (r(55) = 0.403, p = 0.0023) and impact
valence (r(55) = 0.270, p = 0.04), whereas Expert 2’s align moreso with the crowd-rated actuality
(r(55) = 0.414, p = 0.0017). This is further evidence of the subjective and context-specific nature of
the news selection task, and supports our approach of measuring a diverse set of news values and
from multiple raters to try to capture some degree of this variation.

We further observe that surprise is the only news value that does not correlate sufficiently well
with either of the expert evaluations, or the expert newsworthiness score derived from their average.
Consequently, we experimented with using subsets of the six news values to aggregate for crowd
newsworthiness, and discovered that dropping the understandability and surprise variables slightly
improves the association between the crowd newsworthiness and expert newsworthiness scores (r(55)
= 0.407, p = 0.002).

Further, the crowd-rated understandability and the algorithmically evaluated readability ratings
are also moderately correlated at a statistically significant level (r(55) = 0.524, p = 3.98e-05). This
points to the potential to approximate the crowd-workers’ understandability of a paper in an
automated and cost-effective manner, using the readability.

4.4.2 Takeaways from Comparative Analyses. We use the insights derived from our quantitative
and qualitative analyses to make modifications to our final survey for the training set, as well as to
establish the broader limitations of crowdsourcing judgements of newsworthiness and how they
align with expert evaluations.

Broadly, we do observe that the recurrent themes uncovered within expert rationale align with
the literature on traditional news values, commercial news values, and even news angles. However,
we also observe that in order to reason about these concepts effectively, journalists sometimes
rely on several contextual cues e.g. the status-quo in an article’s broader discipline, common
applications involving similar technology, etc. They also make inferences about the actualization
and marketability of the story, in the context of different types of publications, audiences, and
news frames. Such modes of reasoning require domain knowledge that our crowd-workers do not
always possess, which is an important limitation of our approach towards building a model based
on crowdsourced ratings of newsworthiness.

The most obvious manifestation of this incongruence is seen in the surprise ratings provided by
crowd-workers, where their quantitative responses clearly do not align with either the individual
or averaged expert opinions. As a result, we decide to drop surprise in the final iteration of the
survey, and we exclude it in our calculation of aggregate crowd newsworthiness for the validation
set.

We also see that the using understandability in the calculation of aggregate crowd newsworthiness
actually reduces correlation to expert newsworthiness, as compared to without it. This occurs
despite a moderate correlation between the understandability and the expert newsworthiness scores
themselves (r(55) = 0.289, p = 0.032), leading us to deduce that while the understandability can
be informative about an article’s appeal to experts, the crowd newsworthiness rating itself does
not benefit from it. Instead, understandability could be useful as an independent variable in the
predictive model that we build in the next section. Also, because readability is a viable computational
proxy for understandability, we drop f rom our survey, and use readability in our model for efficiency
reasons.
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Overall, in terms of RQ1 and the alignment between crowd-worker ratings and expert ratings of
newsworthiness, we find a moderate, statistically significant correlation between aggregate crowd
newsworthiness and aggregate expert newsworthiness ratings. This alignment was similar to the
alignment between different experts, suggesting that the crowdsourced ratings can act as a scalable
and cost-effective proxy for expert responses that can be used to produce a larger corpus of rated
material for training a predictive model. At the same time, the findings from the qualitative analysis
indicate that there are important dimensions of newsworthiness that won’t be captured by the
crowd ratings (or model) and which therefore indicate that such a model should only be used to
augment and accelerate expert evaluations, rather than attempt to replace them.

We apply the final piloted survey (See Appendix A), minus questions pertaining to surprise and
understandability, to the entire training dataset. In the next section, we describe the predictive model
we built to predict crowd newsworthiness for the training dataset, and discuss its performance on
the validation dataset.

5 RQ2: PREDICTING NEWSWORTHINESS FROM CROWD-SOURCED RATINGS
5.1 Methods
We now use the broader conceptual findings from the previous section to address RQ2, by building
and validating a prediction model that is trained on the crowd-worker ratings we collected for
the training dataset. Like the process described in the previous section, we aggregate our selected
news values: actuality, impact magnitude, impact valence, and controversy to an overall crowd
newsworthiness which we aim to predict.

Our quantitative analyses in the previous section pointed to high average newsworthiness score
on the part of the crowd-workers as compared to experts. We attempted to adjust for this bias by
framing the prediction task as a classification problem: we convert the continuous crowd-worker
ratings to binary values that indicate if an article could be potentially newsworthy (1) or not (0). To
conduct this binarization, we attempted to find a meaningfully similar threshold of newsworthiness
for crowd-worker ratings as compared to what we have for the experts (which is a Likert score
of 3, i.e. the midpoint of the scale). To this end, we experimented with several methods: using the
midpoint of the Likert scale itself, using the z-score of the midpoint from expert ratings to find a
corresponding value for crowd-workers, and by regressing expert ratings on crowd ratings to find
a meaningful equivalent. We found that our model gave the best performance on the training data
when we simply set a threshold at 3 (i.e. the midpoint of the Likert scale) for the crowd-worker
ratings: any article rated strictly above this qualified as potentially newsworthy for the purposes of
training the classifier.

In order to train our model, we used a set of textual and metadata features derived from the arXiv
API and the De-Jargonizer. We use the following features, with certain transformations as specified
in parentheses: the De-Jargonizer readability score (re-scaled from 0 to 1), the arXiv author-assigned
primary category (one-hot encoded), and the full text of the article. To featurize the text, we do some
initial pre-processing to remove author data, references, hyperlinks, special characters, etc., and
then use a pre-trained Sentence-BERT model [62] to generate 768-dimensional word embeddings
per article. We experimented with using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to
generate term weights from the text as well, but this yielded worse performance compared to the
BERT-based model. We also generate a binary feature to indicate whether the arXiv article makes
any data or code available to the public, which could potentially signal scientific replicability and
trustworthiness to domain experts.

We explored a set of feature selection and classification algorithms, including Logistic Regression,
Complement Naive Bayes [63], Random Forests [14], and Extra Trees [36], and discovered that the
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Table 3. Precision@K of Predicted and Crowd Newsworthiness, with respect to Ground-Truth Expert-
Annotated Newsworthiness

Value
of K

Precision@K of Predicted
Newsworthiness Ratings

Precision@K Using
Crowd Ratings

10 0.80 0.60
15 0.67 0.53
20 0.50 0.50

Extra Trees classifier consistently performed better than the other alternatives. We used Recursive
Feature Elimination to select the optimal set of features for this classification pipeline.

An important design consideration we made in this process was that we weighed the precision
of the predicted newsworthiness higher than the recall. Since science journalists are exposed to a
massive set of potential leads from not only arXiv, but also scientific journals, Twitter threads, and
so on, we believed that it was more important to provide them with a likely newsworthy set of
recommendations i.e. reduce the false positives, than to exhaustively recommend all newsworthy
articles i.e. reduce false negatives. We envisage the model as ultimately providing a ranked list of
likely newsworthy scientific articles to journalists periodically, following which they conduct their
reporting and exercise their own judgment to determine what could develop into a potential story.

To optimize our model for such a use-case, we tuned the parameters of the entire classification
pipeline using 5-fold cross validation on the training dataset, and selected the set that provided us
with the best F0.5 score, an adjusted version of the F1 score which weighs the precision more than
the recall. We also ranked the final set of predictions by their likelihood of being "newsworthy"
i.e. belonging to the positive class, and used these rankings to measure the precision of the top K
ranked articles, for varying values of K (i.e. the P@K metric). The benefit of such a ranked list is
that professionals can use the outputs as they see fit such as by viewing only some chosen top-K
ranked items or by varying the probability thresholds of what is classified as "newsworthy" to
increase selectivity.

5.2 Findings
In this section, we present and contextualize the predictions of our classification pipeline, by
discussing its performance on the expert-annotated validation set. The code and data needed to
replicate these findings is publicaly available at our GitHub repository3.

As per the averaged expert ratings, 15 (27%) of 55 articles are labeled as “newsworthy” i.e. have
a Likert rating greater than 3. Because we envision a deployment of the model such that expert
science journalists are still empowered as the final judges of what is newsworthy, we compute
a ranked list of potentially newsworthy articles for their perusal and follow-up. The rankings
consist of the research articles ordered by decreasing predicted class probabilities for the positive,
i.e. newsworthy class. We judge the quality of this list by measuring the precision of its predictions
(i.e. the proportion of articles which are newsworthy as per experts) presented in its top K rankings,
for varying values of K. Table 3 presents this Precision@K, and compares it to that obtained from
using the aggregated crowdsourced newsworthiness rating to rank articles.
These evaluations indicate that the model performs substantially better than randomized se-

lection (i.e. 27%), with 80% of its recommended top 10 newsworthy articles also being rated as
newsworthy according to the averaged expert newsworthiness score. This is an indicator of our
3https://github.com/comp-journalism/predicting_newsworthiness
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model’s ability to capture expert sentiment on newsworthiness, and is further bolstered by the fact
that its performance is better than or equal to the Precision@K of the aggregated crowd ratings for
all the tested values of K in Table 3.

Fig. 2. Confusion Matrix of Expert-Annotated Newsworthiness
vs. Predicted Newsworthiness of Model

We further examine the primary arXiv categories of the articles predicted to be highly news-
worthy, to gain insight into how the model discriminates between different areas of study. The
top twenty most newsworthy articles as per the model’s predictions come from the following
arXiv categories: Computers and Society (4), Human Computer Interaction (4), Machine Learning
(3), Social and Information Networks (2), Computation and Language (2), Computer Vision (2),
Networking and Internet Architecture (2), and Artificial Intelligence (1). Articles with the primary
category being either Robotics or Information Retrieval do not find mention in the top twenty most
newsworthy predictions of the model.
We also present the confusion matrix of the predictions with respect to expert newsworthiness,

and qualitatively examine the abstracts that yield false positives or false negatives to derive insights
about these deviations. Figure 2 indicates that the model has a precision of 0.45 i.e. slightly less
than half of the model’s recommendations are actually newsworthy, as defined by experts. The
baseline precision in this case would be 0.27 i.e. correct predictions if all the items were predicted
as "newsworthy", and our model performs visibly better. Additionally, the model exhibits a recall
of 0.87 i.e. it correctly recovers 13 of the total 15 articles that averaged expert ratings deemed
as "newsworthy". When it comes to the individually subjective ratings of our experts, the model
has a recall of 0.60 for Expert 1’s newsworthy-rated articles, and a recall of 1.0 for Expert 2’s
newsworthy-rated articles.

We first qualitatively examine the two article abstracts that experts rate as newsworthy but the
model does not predict to be so, to trace potential reasons for such false negatives. We find that
expert rationale for these abstracts were often thematically coded for themes such as the article as
a jumping-off point, potential audience/publication, scientific impact, and timeframe of social impacts.
In other words the errors appear to relate to themes that we identified might require an expert’s
level of domain knowledge, and which would be difficult to crowdsource. For these abstracts, the
Likert ratings of newsworthiness as per experts (Mean 3.5, SD: 0.0) were in close proximity to
the threshold of 3 that we defined for binarizing newsworthiness. We further look at the sixteen
article abstracts that are predicted as potentially newsworthy by the model, but not by the experts.
Experts often rationalize their rejection of these abstracts on account of the novelty aspect of
surprise, the framing and format possibilities of a story, the potential audience/publication, and even
the marketability of the story. Quantitatively, true expert ratings for these abstracts are once again,
on average, relatively near the threshold of newsworthiness (Mean: 2.38, SD: 0.43), implying that
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they might closely miss the cut. This further supports the idea for deploying the model as a ranking
tool to make suggestions to journalists rather than a strict filtering tool using a threshold.

While this is a small sample of ratings and rationale, its evident variations in recall over individual
expert ratings, thematic patterns of the false positives and false negatives, as well as the quantitative
proximity of false positives and false negatives to classification thresholds, all reinforce certain
ideas we have traced throughout this work, including that: (1) experts and audiences are sensitive to
different themes in the scientific articles, and (2) expert judgements are also prone to high variance,
making them harder to predict. Given the high precision of this model to recognize newsworthy
articles via its rankings, in the face of the aforementioned challenges, it constitutes an important
step forward in the literature on computational news discovery, specifically in the domain of science
journalism. Our use of a minimal amount of metadata from the arXiv articles to predict crowd and
expert newsworthiness also ensures the scalability and efficiency of the classification pipeline that
we have built. The next section provides a discussion of the limitations of our approach, as well as
the potential avenues for future work it could lead to.

6 DISCUSSION
In this work, we sought to examine the effectiveness of crowd-sourced evaluations of newswor-
thiness at approximating the opinions of domain experts, by measuring the extent to which they
are aligned (RQ1). We also created a predictive model of newsworthiness based on crowdsourced
ratings, in an endeavor to enable resource-constrained science journalists to discover potential
leads at scale and with efficiency (RQ2).

6.1 Crowdsourcing Newsworthiness
In Section 4, we qualitatively analyzed expert ratings of scientific abstracts to uncover specific
dimensions of newsworthiness that were amenable to crowdsourcing. We identified that journalists
relied on certain inherent characteristics of the research article, as well as on the specific logistical
factors involved in news production, in order to judge newsworthiness. Establishing that the former
category of criteria would require relatively less domain expertise, we next collected crowd ratings
by cuing workers for a selected set of news values, so as to help them consider what an abstract
term like "newsworthiness" could tangibly mean.

The observed correlations between experts and crowd-workers suggest that crowd-worker ratings
are moderately associated with averaged expert ratings. Crowd ratings for some news values (e.g.,
actuality, impact magnitude) exhibit greater correlation with expert ratings than some others (e,g.,
surprise). This finding indicates that aggregated crowdsourced ratings of newsworthiness, based on
examining the abstracts of scientific articles, can operate as a proxy for aggregated expert ratings.
These correlations also vary over individual experts, which aligns with the scholarly understanding
of how different news values are contextually applied by different journalists [43]. The different
correlations of crowd ratings for each of our experts also indicate the potential usefulness of a
news discovery recommendation strategy that is personalized according to journalists’ interests,
audiences, and constraints. Given the contextual variations in newsworthiness evaluations, such
a recommender might be bootstrapped based on crowd-ratings, but then adapt to the unique
interests and context of each journalist. For instance, a journalist working for Wired may have
different organizational and audience constraints in comparison to one working for NPR or Scientific
American, which a recommender model might be tuned towards based on feedback from individual
journalists.
One potential improvement on this work could then involve priming crowd-workers to not

only rate an article more effectively along traditional news values, but to actively expand their
notion of newsworthiness itself, so that they contemplate some of the expert-exclusive themes and
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criteria as well. For instance, one could encourage crowd-workers to consider the timeframe of
potential impacts (i.e. the immediacy of impacts) in their evaluations of relevance. They could
also be prompted to consider not only the article presented, but also other ideas in its proximity,
that could make the article a jumping-off point for related big-picture stories. We observed that
crowd-workers in their rationale already exhibit a tendency to extrapolate meso-scale scientific
results to their macro-scale societal outcomes, however it would require future work that was
outside the scope of the current study to understand how this ability to recognize context could be
channeled more effectively in a crowd task. Accomplishing this could lead to greater utility for an
end-user system, since journalists often see leads as a starting point and stepping stone to broader
stories [27]. Finally, one could imagine transforming article abstracts (e.g. using generative models
such at GPT-3 fine-tuned on science news headlines) such that crowds might effectively weigh in
on the dimension of marketeability that experts considered.

6.2 Predicting Newsworthiness
Based on the general (though clearly not complete) alignment of expert and crowd-worker opinions
that we observed across our analyses, we endeavored to train a classification model in Section 5 to
predict the likelihood of newsworthiness of individual articles, based on arXiv categories, textual
content, an independent readability score, and the corresponding crowd-worker ratings. Despite the
subjectivity of the newsworthiness prediction task and the moderate correlations of quantitative
ratings between crowd-workers and experts, our predictive model provides a reasonably precise set
of ranked recommendations, when measured against expert ratings of newsworthiness. Indeed, the
precision of the model output based on the top K rankings was higher than that of the crowd-worker
ratings for the same dataset. This demonstrates our model’s ability to glean information from
the textual features we provide in the form of Sentence-BERT embeddings. A qualitative analysis
of the false negatives and the false positives also reveals that they were coded most frequently
with expert-specific criteria we uncovered in Section 4.1.2, which are factors we now know create
differences in judgment between the model as trained on crowd ratings and the expert ratings.

Predictive models of news coverage for science journalism in the past have significantly relied on
the existence of press releases and information subsidies to stimulate coverage [51]. Our modeling
methodology supports the idea of a computational information subsidy insofar as it enables a
scalable and effective approach for identifying preprints that are more likely to be interesting
for development into news items. At the same time, any subsidy whether it be a press release
or a computational model, comes with caveats such as potential biases [23]. Variance in expert
judgement, combined with the biases and blind spots of the model driven by the limitations in
our crowdsourcing approach and/or the crowd itself, suggest that larger scale deployments and
evaluations of such a model will be necessary to truly assess professional utility. We envision our
model being deployed in such a way that it ranks potential leads based on their metadata and
textual content, and experts remain the ultimate decision-makers about what becomes news. We
do also acknowledge that any such deployment of this model to real journalists would need to be
accompanied by substantial transparency information into how the model works, is trained, and
what it might miss as a result [26, 55], such as leads that are newsworthy for reasons that crowds
are unable to recognize.
Another question worth considering in future work is whether crowd-sourced ratings and a

model’s predictions can still provide professional value despite mis-alignments. We validated our
crowd and predicted ratings under the assumption that by aligning them with expert ratings,
they would be more acceptable to incorporation into the workflows of those experts. But it is
also worth considering that instead we might have the audience i.e. the crowd-workers, act as
the arbiters of what is "newsworthy", and consequently formulate a model that aims to predict
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the interests of the crowd: What is it that they would like to hear about from the journalists they
trust? Particularly in light of appropriate transparency information that journalists might use to
inform their understanding of a model’s biases, they might come to put those biases in dialogue
with other professional goals such as around ‘engaged journalism’ or the close incorporation of
the information needs of the community they serve into their practice [31]. Future work along
these lines could probe how the false positives of a model such as ours might be received by
journalists, and whether they might convey some meaningful signals about the stories that an
audience cares about. Of course, this inclusion of the audiences as gatekeepers in the newsroom,
by proxy of readership metrics and social media engagement, has received heightened attention in
the past decade [4, 59], but whether this could be a positive development for science journalism is
worth contemplating, and perhaps evaluating in future deployments of models such as the one
we developed. While crowd-sourced ratings of potential newsworthiness could point journalists
to novel scientific research that their audiences would care to learn and read about, this pursuit
could also encourage the tabloidization of the news media that existing readership metrics may
contribute to [33].
In this vein, it is also worth considering how the widespread deployment of such a system

might impact the presentation of scientific abstracts that it assesses for newsworthiness. Bucher
has theorized that the content recommendation algorithms on online platforms like Facebook
construct a “regime of visibility” that “imposes a perceived ‘threat of invisibility’ on the part of the
participatory subject.” [18]. Cotter has empirically demonstrated how digital creators on platforms
such as Instagram thus “play the visibility game” as a response, strategizing and refining the
presentation of their content on the basis of their understanding of what the algorithm rewards
and what it doesn’t [21]. Unlike these online platforms however, our recommendation system
lacks specific engagement metrics that might inform scientists about which abstracts received
what kind of attention from journalists. Further, such a system for computational news discovery
would ultimately be part of a complex socio-technical environment within the newsroom, where
journalists are often cognizant of how algorithmic tools apply powerful filters on what is visible to
any end-user [59], and are thus careful to prioritize editorial voices [39] and even make explicit
calls for impartiality and accountability from such tools [9]. In practice, it would thus be difficult for
researchers to gain tangible insights into which specific features of abstracts garnered attention, and
leverage this to “play the visibility game”. We do however recognize that the lack of such concrete
feedback loops would not necessarily prevent folk-theorization about what the recommender
rewards [22], and could still result in the adoption of practices to optimize the language and
metadata of research articles for newsworthiness. A simple instance of modifying language could
be to decrease the use of jargon to enhance understandability, whereas adjustments to metadata
could mean that an article is strategically assigned to less technical primary categories on arXiv,
and instead to something more inter-disciplinary such as Computers and Society. Ultimately, some
features such as an article’s primary category or keyword-based understandability would be easier
to control than others, such as the embedding vectors generated from its text. As such, future
research could also delve into how scientists view and adjust for such algorithmic gatekeepers in
their endeavor to communicate their work to the larger public.

6.3 Limitations
Finally, it’s worth underscoring a few limitations of our work here. A key limitation is that we
conducted our experiments for a specific set of arXiv categories within the domain of Computer
Science, based on their general understandability and wide-spread applicability. While this choice
enabled us to collect data and draw inferences in a streamlined manner, it’s also important to note
that this limits the generalizability of our results. For instance, disciplines that may require greater
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domain knowledge from crowd-workers to interpret article abstracts and their contributions, such
as Mathematical Physics (math-ph), Control Systems (eess.SY), or Econometrics (econ.EM) may
not be as amenable to crowdsourcing. While we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in the
domain of Computer Science, future work will need to replicate the approach to assess the external
validity in other domains.

Another limitation hinges on how we define and scope "newsworthiness" for crowd-worker
ratings, keeping in mind that there are certain expert-specific criteria (e.g., marketability, nature of
audiences) that they might not be able to reason about. This limits the output of our predictive
model, since it can only capture a part of an article’s appeal to journalists. Our proposed deployment
scenario accounts for this constraint, where the model ranks leads for experts as part of their "news
discovery" process, following which they conduct their own follow-ups and decide upon a lead’s
suitability for a news story. However, future work could involve expanding the crowd’s conception
of newsworthiness, beyond the characteristics of the research presented to them in the article itself,
in order to assess how this may impact the performance of the classifier.

Finally, our work measures the alignment between experts and crowd-workers based on ratings
aggregated from three crowd-workers for each article. This was the consequence of iterative pilots
where we compared sample sizes in the range of three to five workers, and also aimed to lower the
cost of collecting and processing survey responses. However, future work could explore how sample
sizes larger than five impact the agreement between crowd-workers and experts, in a situation
where more resources are available.

7 CONCLUSIONS
Science journalists today face considerable information overload by virtue of the sheer volume
of scientific publication, across different avenues and outlets. At the same time, their role as the
interpreters, communicators, and critics of new scientific findings is crucially important in society.
We have approached this research with the intent of crowdsourcing potential leads for science
journalists from arXiv articles, in order to reduce the informational burden they might face in
confronting this corpus otherwise. We chose to operationalize a set of news values for which we
collected ratings from crowd-workers, as well as the rationale behind those ratings.

Over the course of our analysis, we discovered that aggregated crowdscourced ratings of news-
worthiness moderately align with aggregated journalistic ratings of newsworthiness, albeit with a
few caveats. For one, we did not cue crowd-workers to examine articles from the point-of-view of
their potential as publication-worthy content that could emerge from the news production pipeline of
writing, framing, marketing to audiences, and so on, since we assume they lacked the expertise to do
so. For some dimensions that we did cue them to consider (e.g. surprise), we found that associations
between crowd-workers and experts were negligibly small. Another challenge we faced pertains to
the aggregation of expert opinion itself, in that journalists’ assessments of newsworthiness exhibit
substantial variance already.

Despite these factors, the predictive model we train on crowd-sourced ratings offers a reasonably
precise set of ranked recommendations of potential leads, when validated against expert opinion.
This model is also resource-efficient, in that it featurizes basic arXiv metadata, and combines it
with an automated readability score that has been validated using crowd-worker ratings. This
expert-focused formulation of predicting newsworthiness of scientific articles, along with our
qualitative investigations into the factors that affect performance, constitutes a novel contribution
to the existing literature on computational news discovery for resource-constrained journalists.
We also contribute to the literature on crowd-sourcing and its validity as a method for capturing
latent themes in data, for the benefit of building general computational tools for journalists and
understanding the alignment between crowd and expert evaluations of news values.
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Fig. 3. Instructions and layout for the crowdsourced newsworthiness assessment task.
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